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Christmas: Peace in Troubled Times
Everybody agrees: ours are troubled times. You may take climate or politics,
societies or churches, families, couples or individuals: all are obviously suffering
turbulence. Hence emerges a confused, but strong aspiration for something,
or someone, who can “ﬁx” all this. Sciences and technologies, regulations and
laws do not seem to have this capacity. Good will and common sense, too, have
serious limitations. The crisis is ethical – it is about how one should behave; and,
at the end of the day, it touches our human identity – it is about knowing who
we are. What makes things worse, moral authorities are discredited by scandals,
corruption, and divisions, whilst philosophers do not feel up to pronouncing
that there is anything like the truth.
Monasteries, though, continue. They go on. Day in, day out, you ﬁnd monks
and nuns praising God seven times a day in their churches. God does not
change. His love is stable. His Cross stands whilst the orb of the world goes
round and round in an apparently endless revolution. There is real peace in
Christ, and in Him only.
It is not difﬁcult to welcome Christ. Indeed it is very simple. It is a childlike
act of trust. You just have to follow another logic. There is certainly nothing
mathematical at seeing the child in the crib and adoring Him as your God.
Faith does not come as a conclusion, but as a revelation; not as something you
understand with your mind (although there is much to be understood), but as
something you realise in your heart. The crib acts very much like a mirror. You
suddenly see yourself in the Babe. You perceive your true face. You feel known
and understood by the very One who made you. You realise that He is offering
you your genuine portrait, your real identity, the point you can start from to
“ﬁx” yourself – and the world. You discover yourself not in yourself – at the end
of some process of introspection – but in Someone who is here for you, who has
made Himself like you, who gives you His presence and makes you also to be
fully present.
There is a great peace in knowing for certain that we are known. We are not
anonymous individuals lost in the throngs of the human race and the storms of
human history. We are known. We exist in the eternal memory of God. We may
forget about it. Peoples, societies, cultures may forget about it. But we are not
forgotten. “Can a mother forget the baby at her breast and have no compassion
on the child she has borne? Though she may forget, I will not forget you! See, I
have engraved you on the palms of my hands” (Isaiah 49:15-16).
Monasteries continue because God remembers. And that is precisely what
we celebrate at Christmas: the memory of God who has never, never, never
forgotten us, and who will never do so. The peace of Christmas is no little thing,
neither the Babe in the crib. May it be yours, and fully so!
+Abbot Xavier

Friends of Quarr
The Friends of Quarr continue to
fundraise for their Accessible Paths
Project and to this end the fundraiser on
the 7th October, a lecture and lunch at
Lakeside Park Hotel, was a great success.
Claire Asquith, Countess of Oxford gave
the lecture “Shakespeare and the Earl Of
Southampton” which was challenging
and thought provoking and enjoyed by
all who attended; many plaudits were
received. The fundraiser raised £1,375
towards the project and £147.50 in Gift
Aid for the Abbey. The Friends are very
grateful to the Earl and Countess of
Oxford for supporting the Friends and
the Abbey with this fundraiser.
The sale of the Friends of Quarr calendar
2019, “Images of Quarr”, is on sale
at the Teashop and Monastery shop,
all proceeds from this will go to our
project.
The Friends and Community of Quarr
are hosting a Retreat on Saturday 1st
December starting with mass at 10am.
All are welcome and further details of
the Retreat can be found on the Quarr
Abbey website www.quarrabbey.org on
the ‘events tab’.
We also have a bursary of £1000 donated
by a couple, who are Friends, for an
intern from the chaplaincies of Oxford,
Cambridge and Surrey. Please contact
me, email chair.friends@quarr.org, or
Fr. Luke Bell, email interns@quarr.org,
if you are interested in an internship.
The Friends wish you a very Happy
Christmas and a peaceful New Year and
are grateful for the support they have
received from the Community of Quarr,
Island businesses and all those who have
supported our events.
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Quarr
Abbey
Chronicle
Recent Events in the
life of the Abbey
JULY 19th Each year the community
has full day out together. In recent years
we have visited Salisbury, Winchester and
Douai Abbey. This year it was time for
something rather different. It came in the
form of an invitation from a friend of the
Abbey, Michael Poland, who offered us a
day on his motor cruiser, a voyage around
the Island.
We met up at Cowes Marina after Mass,
and in no time at all, it seemed, we
were out of the harbour and heading
for the Needles on the ﬁrst leg of our
circumnavigation. It seems too obvious
to say, but the Island does look very
different from the outside, looking in,
so very much smaller. The sea and the
sky dominate; hills and the undulating
landscape, which ﬁll the vision of the
walker, almost vanish from view. We had
to wait until we reached Alum Bay with its
coloured sandstone cliffs, and the Needles
themselves and the white chalk cliff-face
above Scratchell’s Bay, before the land
could compete with sky and sea.
It was a ﬁne day, and, because the
noise of the engine made conversation

All at sea
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challenging, there was time for looking.
Scratchell’s Bay, Freshwater Bay,
Compton Bay all passed by as we followed
the south coast of the Island down
towards St. Catherine’s Point and its white
painted Lighthouse. Just beyond the Point,
just off Castle Haven Bay we stopped.
Here we sang the Ofﬁces of Sext and
None, before enjoying our packed lunch
and and a lively conversation about the
Island and its colourful history.
Then we were moving again, and now
past more populated country, Steephill
Cove and its Cafes, and Ventnor, a large
town by Island standards, overshadowed
by the towering bulk of Boniface Down.
Evidence of rockfalls accompanied the
turn around Dunnose and our entry into
Sandown Bay, across which we raced, at
top speed, for Culver Cliff and Bembridge.
All too soon we were in the ﬁnal reach,
from Ryde to Cowes, passing Quarr and
seeing all the familiar trees and rocks
and ﬁelds, although from a different
perspective. It took us a little over ﬁve
hours to go right round the Island and
our thanks are due to Michael and his
shipmates for such an enjoyable day out
and for such an unusual and thoughtprovoking vision of our Island home.
AUGUST 18th-20th Our Mutin-Cavaille
Coll organ was restored last year and
at the time Fr. Abbot envisaged a series
of yearly organ recitals to demonstrate
the richness and unusual character of
the instrument. To vary the programme
somewhat two singers were invited this
year to complement three organists.
The ﬁrst recital on Saturday afternoon
was given by the French organist Philippe
Bataille and his wife, the soprano,

Sandrine Vezzetti. The latter had a strong,
clear voice and provided a beautiful
rendering of Gounod’s eucharistic
meditation “Le Ciel a visite la Terre” An
encore provided a ﬁtting Communion
verse at Sunday Mass the next day.
At noon on Sunday a familiar face and
voice returned to Quarr in the person
of Kirsten Barker. As a one time pupil of
local singing teacher, Linda Filby-Borrett,
Kirsten has been singing at our Carol
Service for many years. In her ﬁrst solo
recital here, sensitively accompanied by
pianist Karen Kingsley, she showed the
extraordinary way her high soprano voice
has matured, how much she has grown
vocally and musically since leaving the
Island. In a varied programme of sacred
music ranging from late mediaeval
carols to Britten she demonstrated a
breath taking power to communicate a
great range of emotions, from from the
gentle hope of Faure’s “Pie Iesu” to the
passionate prayer of Desdemona from
Verdi’s “Otello”, to the anguished lament
of an impoverished widow fresh from the
imagination of Michael Tippet.
Dom Michel Baumel is a monk and
organist at the Abbey of St Wandrille
de Fontanelle in Normandy, another
house of our monastic Congregation.
He provided organ accompaniment at
Sunday Mass in the morning and a varied
programme of concert music in the
evening. His rendition of Bach’s Aria in D
was simple and hauntingly beautiful.
Peter Spencer, organist at St John’s
School, Beaumont, and brother of our Fr.
Nicholas Spencer was the organist for our
ﬁnal recital on the Monday afternoon.
The chronicler was most affected by
his performance of Olivier Messiaen’s
“Apparition de l’eglise eternelle”. The
strength and splendour of the eternal
church shines through this piece in spite
of, or perhaps because of, the apparent
insecurities and shifting foundations of
the music. The treasure is revealed in its
earthen vessel.
AUGUST 20th This evening we had a
barbecue on the terrace to say goodbye
to Fr. Petroc who is leaving Quarr for
the life of a parish priest in Plymouth
Diocese. Our carpenter, Sam, his wife,
Anna with their little daughter, Tess, and
our carpenter Kelly and her daughter,
Eden joined us to say their goodbyes
too. While obviously sad to see him go,
we are grateful for all he has given the
community during his time with us,

and he is assured of all our prayers as he
continues to ﬁght for the the same true
king Christ, although in another ﬁeld of
action.
SEPTEMBER 5th We don’t often
celebrate birthdays, but sometimes, they
cannot be passed by. Fr. Brian’s sixtieth
was a case in point. His sister and brotherin-law were staying and we were able to
invite them to a small tea-party before
Vespers. And providentially our German
Franciscan friend, Bruder Jurgen from the
Black Forest was also in the guesthouse.
And he plays the cello. So a musical
prelude was prepared with Fr. Abbot
accompanying Bruder Jurgen at the
piano. And then . . . there was the cake,
in the colours of the Irish tricolour, only
back to front. But everyone was too polite
to mention it.
SEPTEMBER 8th The Eucharistic
Congress took place in Liverpool
today, and Fr. Abbot arranged for us to
participate in the most direct way we
could, granted that we were bound by
the enclosure of our monastery. We held
twenty four hours of eucharistic adoration
in the Abbey Church from First Vespers of
the Solemnity of Our Lady’s Nativity until
Second Vespers of the feast. With a little
bit of help from our friends we managed
to keep the watch unbroken, and all who
took part found it a challenging, but very
rewarding discipline.
SEPTEMBER 16th At 12.00 noon
Fr. Prior led Quarr’s annual Harvest

Fr. Brian and the cake
Thanksgiving Service for the Island
farming community. The Chronicler
joined our singing teacher, Linda, and
some of her pupils, in providing musical
support for the hymn singing, while Fr.
Abbot accompanied us all from the Organ
loft. Fr. Prior preached on the generosity
of God, the good Creator whose creation
is good and who is the source of all the
good that sustains our lives. An especially
encouraging note was the presence – very
much in evidence – of the very young
farmers. Our own Estate Manager, Matt
and Dominique, his wife, brought Noah
and Monty and Erl and Amber who joined
in the proceedings with great gusto.

OCTOBER 22nd – 29th Bishops can be
hard to get hold of. We were therefore
very fortunate to book our old friend
Bishop Hugh Gilbert of Aberdeen Diocese
for our annual retreat this year. It was
scarcely surprising that his teaching is
still marked so deeply by the many years
he spent as a monk and Abbot of the
Benedictine monastery of Pluscarden in
Scotland, but his pastoral experiences
as a diocesan bishop now also shape his
thinking. Churches and Christians can
experience their lot as a rather lonely
one today but Bishop Hugh’s experience
as a pastor to the Orkney and Shetland
Islands provided a new perspective and
encouragement. We must embrace our
situation as inhabitants of an archipelago,
a group of islands, often at some physical
distance from one another in the midst of
an uncertain sea. We must learn to share
our faith with the few who are near, and
build the local support groups which are
a necessary expression of Gospel charity.
And we must remember that the Lord
is always near, and is merciful. Weakness
is often a surer indication of strength
than strength itself. Strength is often
an illusion which the accidental tides of
history can expose and sweep away.
If you would like to join the Friends of
Quarr please email the Chairman,
Dr Rebecca Ashton:
chair.friends@quarr.org or you can
download a membership form from
the Friends’ webpage on the Quarr
Abbey website ‘support’ tab.

The Quarr Abbey Oak. For story see page 12
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Homily of Rt. Rev. Hugh Gilbert,
Bishop of Aberdeen
We have just listened to some beautiful
readings. I would like to begin with
the ﬁrst – from Jeremiah who lived six
centuries before Christ. He was living at a
time when Israel was falling apart, falling
into the hands of its enemies, being exiled,
being chastised for its sins.

Here he is with a great company of
followers and disciples and hangers – on,
with the Church. Here is Christ, the Head,
and we his Body. And the plan of the
Father is to unite humanity around him:
the blind and the lame, the vulnerable and
the sorrowful.

But inspired by the Holy Spirit, Jeremiah
was able to see beyond, to a return from
exile. He was able to see a God who is
faithful to his promises, who will never
abandon his people. He could see God as
the one who is always re-gathering the
scattered, who cares for the blind and the
lame, the vulnerable and those in sorrow
and is able to make a great company of
them – a caravan – and lead them back to
union with himself and harmony among
themselves.

We are not some super-organisation or
wonderfully efﬁcient institution. We
are this company, this caravan trying to
follow Christ, out of our blindness and
lameness, needing consolation while we
weep. We are being re-gathered by God
into the way of his commandments.
We are washed in baptism, anointed
in conﬁrmation, strengthened by the
Eucharist. We are trying to believe, hope
and love.

And this is always God’s work. It is his
work now when the people of God and
the Body of Christ are being tried and
scattered and chastised. We are having a
hard time at many levels.
But here the Gospel can help. Here is Jesus
passing through Jericho on his way to
Jerusalem, to his death and resurrection.
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We can think of Bartimaeus – shouting
out of his blindness for mercy. Jesus stops.
He is stopped by the force of Bartimaeus’s
prayer. And he has him called over. “Lord,
let me see.” And Jesus restores him to
sight. And then something remarkable
happens. Jesus says, “Go . . . go your
way” in our version. He gives him perfect
freedom. And what Bartimaeus does is

use that freedom to go- not his way, but
Jesus’s way. “He followed him along the
way.” He joined the great company, the
caravan.
Jesus stopped. Think of a bus stopping and
Bartimaeus freely clambering aboard. Why
do we know Bartimaeus’s name? Because
he allowed God to gather him, with the
other disciples of Christ. Because he went
through the shattering of the Cross and
held fast and came through. He allowed
Jesus to be his high priest, leading the
erring and wayward back to the Father.
Brothers and Sisters, Let us do a
Bartimaeus. Let us join the great company
and stay with it. Let us go his way, not
our own. Let us ask for the grace to be
Christians and Catholics always.
Quarr Abbey is a Catholic community
of Benedictine monks of the Solesmes
Congregation. If you wish to contact
us please write to guestmaster@quarr.
org or Quarr Abbey, Ryde, Isle of
Wight, PO33 4ES. Our website address
is www.quarrabbey.org
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Voices of the Organ – 2018
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The success of the inauguration concerts
of our restored organ in July 2017
prompted us to propose a second a series
of recitals last summer. We are happy to
say they were met with great interest from
the public.
Philippe Bataille, an oblate of Sainte-Anne
de Kergonan Abbey in Brittany, very
kindly agreed to give the ﬁrst recital on
Saturday 18th August afternoon. A pupil
of two of the greatest masters of French
organ -Gaston Litaize and Marie-Claire
Alain-, he perfectly embodies the French
tradition of organ virtuosity. He very
soon felt at ease on our French console
and made the most of the straight pedalboard and supple key-actions. Together
with his wife, Mrs Sandrine Vezzetti,
an accomplished Soprano, they gave a
beautiful hour of music. Bach and Handel
were honoured, but the majority of the
pieces were taken from the compositions
of the 19th and early 20th century. It
gave an opportunity to explore the
ﬁnest sounds of our organ and to show
its resources of poetry, suggestion and
beauty.
On Sunday 19th at noon, our long-time
friend the brilliant Soprano Kirsten
Barker was accompanied on the piano by

Karen Kingsley. In front of a spellbound
audience, they both took us through
a repertoire of sacred music from the
Middle Ages to our days. The perfect
harmony and complicity between singer
and accompanist guided us into a world of
admiration, gratitude, enthusiasm, holy
sadness and divine peace. Two souls were
speaking to our souls and leading them to
our God with the powerful simplicity of
ﬂawless art.
The evening recital on the same day was
entrusted to Dom Michel Baumel, titular
organist of the Benedictine Abbey of SaintWandrille in Normandy, who had already
been heard at Mass on the morning of the
same day. Dom Michel was formed to the
organ from a very early age and obtained
the highest degrees from the renowned
Rouen Conservatoire, later beneﬁting
from classes from great masters of the
Quebec school of organ. By focussing
on Bach and Buxtehude, he chose pieces
which, though written for organs of
very different type, can be played on all
instruments because of their luminous
musical language. The Baroque joy and
emotion is always welcome, even on the
more sombre Romantic sounds of an early
20th century French instrument. There
was something utterly charming and

unpretentious in Dom Michel’s presence
at the organ which enchanted many
hearers.
Last but not least, on Monday 20th, Peter
Spencer (our Fr Nicholas’ brother), who
plays for St John’s Beaumont and has
a great experience of varied liturgical
settings, explored other domains of the
vast organ repertoire. He took us into the
so called French music for organ with a
very ﬁne and quite convincing adaptation
of Couperin. But he also explored with
a remarkable sensitivity the always
rather daunting areas of 20th century
music, with pieces from Howells (+1983),
Messiaen (+1992) and Andriessen (+1981).
This recital -which was attented by HM
Lord Lieutenant Major General Sir Martin
and Lady White- proved another tribute to
the riches of the organ music.
Over 250 people attended these recitals,
beneﬁting from the support of the video
projection which ensures a direct contact
with the performer and supports the
attention of the listeners. We hope to
be able to make this series of concerts a
regular event and to invite other good
organists and musicians to lead many
towards the eternal beauty of God
through the beauty of music.
Fr. Abbot
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The World Wanderer

T

HE Exeter Book, copied about 975
A.D., is according to UNESCO
“one of the world’s principal
cultural artefacts”. The manuscript was
willed to Exeter Cathedral, where it
remains to this day, by Leofric, the ﬁrst
Bishop of Exeter and Chancellor to
Edward the Confessor, on his death in
1072. It contains the largest collection of
Old English poetry, religious and secular.
Pride of place go to three religious poems
called “Christ”. The most admired secular
poems are two love lyrics, “The Husband’s
Message” and “The Wife’s Lament” and
two elegies, “The Sea-Farer” and “The
World-Wanderer”. Loneliness haunts these
four poems: the loss of a lover, the
bitterness of exile, the terror of winter and
of the unknown sea. The narrator of the
second elegy also describes in detail the
fallen buildings, the ruined halls of a city
and its defeated warriors.
The people in the two elegies are
“castoffs . . . adrift and lonely on a harsh
and unforgiving sea. With their isolation
comes stoicism, an ethic of suffering-asstrength that ﬁnds a victory in accepting
the inevitable”, (Greg Delanty). But they
ﬁnd, also, a spiritual hope among the
transitoriness of things. For the narrator of
“The World-Wanderer” at the beginning it
is his search for Metodes miltse: ‘his Maker’s
mercy; and at the end frofre to Faeder on
heafonum thaer us eal seo faestnung stondeth:
‘mercy and kindness from Heaven’s Father
– that does not pass away’.
In “The World-Wanderer” reality is harsh
even at the start as with blistered hands
the exile struggles though icy seas to ﬁnd a
haven. Memories of what have been lost
are real and painful: loss of family, of
joyous comradeship in the mead-hall with
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An Old English Poem

a bounteous lord. The narrator sets that
loss among the ruins of a fallen city, its
battlements torn down, its warriors
defeated, its people slain or taken in
slavery. There are dreams, too, but dreams
that do not console. “Sorg bith geniwad”:
‘Grief after sleep refreshed is keen-edged
sharp’. Harsh reality and despairing
dreams.
The Exeter Book, which contains this poem,
remained unknown in the Library of
Exeter Cathedral until 1826. It was not
until 1842 that the text of “The WorldWanderer” was published by Benjamin
Thorpe and he called it simply “The
Wanderer”. . . and that is how it is known
to this very day. For me, the verb “to
wander”, or even wandering lonely as a
cloud, is a lovely thing, but this poem has
no loveliness. So I call it “The WorldWanderer” and I feel justiﬁed by the text.
The wanderer himself is called in the very
ﬁrst line anhaga: ‘a man alone’. . . and in
line 6 as eardstapa: ‘earth-stepper or worldstepper or world-wanderer’, (line 7 in the
version below).
In this version of the poem, I am mindful
that in translation, in the word-exchange
of the new for the old, meaning can easily
slip into the cloud of interpretation.
Translation, as well, can be an exacting
taskmaster. So it is a version but a version
that is as faithful as humanly possible to
the original text and in it, I identify three
people. First, the objective narrator in lines
1-8, (this version) speaks of the man alone,
the world-wanderer; then from 9-26 the
world-wanderer himself speaks of his own
exile after burying “goldwine: ‘my golden
lord’ (line 23, original text). l Then it is the
turn of the objective narrator again, 27-81.
Here he sees the experience of the world-

wanderer in the wider context of other
wars and other exiles as he sits by the ruins
of a deserted city. At line 55 of the modern
version the objective narrator speaks of a
wise man and of wisdom that “comes with
time’s deep tolling”. Finally at line 82 to
the end the wise man speaks: “Where now
is the war-horse?” That plangent prayer of
the melancholy historian: where are they
now? Ubi sunt?
In The Exeter Book there is a fragment of
another poem known now as “The Ruin”.
It is clearly set in among the ruins of a city
with its great houses torn down. The city
once had baths: twice it uses the word
bathu, (lines 40 and 46); these baths also
had hot springs: stream hate wearp . . . hate, (38
and 45). The narrator imagines how the
city must have looked like in its glory
when its battlements, halls, towers, palaces
and baths were ﬁrst built; but now he
contrasts it with its present state of
desolation. It is thought by Old English
scholars that this fragment refers to the
ruins of the city of Bath as it looked to an
Anglo-Saxon poet sometime in the ninth
century.
There is one most signiﬁcant connection
between “The Ruin” and “The WorldWanderer” and it that the powerful phrase
enta geweorc: ‘the work of giants’. It appears in
the second line of “The Ruin” and in line
87 of the original text of “The WorldWanderer (line 77 of the version below).
That surely was the most appropriate
phrase for the Anglo-Saxon writer of this
poem as he sat among the once-buildings
of this ruined city, knowing only too well
the humbler dwellings, the wooden huts
and the wattle-and-daub of his own home.
The past was, indeed, the work of giants.
Tom McCarthy

Castaway, alone, the shelter-seeker
Looks for his Maker’s mercy, yet mind-sore,
Knows no way now but the whale-road.
With blistered hands he’s forced to row
Through rime-ridged waves, the wild sea’s surge,
Bleak unbeaten paths of Fate ahead.
Now listen, this world-wanderer speaks
Of havoc harrowing, the deaths of all he loved.
“At break of day I relive that bitter loss
Alone; no fellow-sharer in my grief.
10
Yes, it is the custom for a man grown strong
To close, keep to himself his own counsel,
But Fate wields mastery on those worn by care.
The bowed are weakened by Fortune’s blows . . .
(Are even the dauntless free from secret doubt?)
So I, driven from my land and from my own,
Fetter fears and heartache deep within,
Long since I, lamenting, laid my golden lord
In the darkening earth. Afar from there,
From home, I strove through ice-bound
20
Seas to seek asylum, a place of longing,
A haven near or far away, to ﬁnd
A mead-hall and a genial lord to hold me,
Once friendless, now in fellowship in joy.”
Sorrow’s a cruel companion for the lonely.
His is the exile’s path, not the golden way,
Not world-wealth but the coldness of the heart.
He recalls glad company in the ringing hall
Gift-sharing, how in his youth his noble lord
Honoured him at the feasting. Gone, all gone, 30
And deeply felt that loss of loyalty and song.
Now sleep and sadness clamp in chains
His loneliness and in dreamy sleep
He dreams his lord’ embrace; kisses him
And on his knee lays loyal head and hand,
As in past and bounteous times he did.
Then in shock the homesick man awakes

And sees again wide skies and lowering waves;
Seabirds at swim or shearing ﬂight,
Feels frost and storms with biting hail.
40
Grief, after sleep refreshed, is keen-edged sharp;
The stricken heart is leaden now
With no cherished chief or clan to serve.
But for a moment memory recalls lost
Kinsmen. Gazing, he greets them singing . . .
But soon they fade away like morning
Dreams; their voices faint and fainter still
Fade far away. Pains deepen when weariness
Is buoyed only by the ice-bound waves.

A man all tears hides another in a stony grave.
Thus Destiny razed that radiant city,
The glorious work of giants, once
Rafter-echoing to victorious shouts,
Now left a ruined relic to yesteryear.
The wise man sits by those fallen walls,
Knowing how brief our lives can be,
And dark, remembering history’s ancient
Wars and warfare’s carnage. He speaks:

80

“Where now is the war-horse? Where its rider?
Where is the gift-giver? Where is the mead-hall
It is hard to know how I live on,
50 And all its gladness? Gone is the sharing-cup;
Where is the man-at-arms? Where, his prince?
Survive despair when even the strong
All have faded into the air’s abysm.
Are scattered, driven from hearth from home
Sinister shadows on the broken walls seem
And faithful friends. Day by day this world
Serpent-shapes. The cohorts are no more,
90
Of ours wanes, dwindles, wastes away,
Felled
by
spears
and
spears
of
ash,
slaughterBut wisdom comes with time’s deep tolling
Shaped. Such is Fate, unavoidable.
And the wise man ﬁnds the middle way
Between patience and passion; between
Now storms batter against rocky cliffs;
The coward’s way and the fool’s quick quarrelling;
And winter binds in its freezing grip
And the miser’s way and thriftless misery;
And terror this fragile earth. Shadows loom
Or lightness of mind and melancholy.
60
At fall of night. Armies from the north
The mind has mountains of twisting turns . . .
Now are hosts of biting hail, lashing
So the wise man waits before he moves
Shivering humanity. Hardship holds
To action, know well how strange it will be
Hostage our small world. Such, such is Fate.
When time wreaks ruin on all human joys.
Wealth is transient, friendship passes;
100
Now here and there is this small world
Man is transient and woman pass;
Icy winds break through breaking walls.
This sure and ﬁrm set earth unsure.”
The city lies in ruins, its festal halls decay.
Its lords lament, their heads bowed low;
In his heart the wise man knows this
The best laid lifeless by those clay-cold walls;
As he sits in solitude. Blessed
Others swept away by ﬁre and cleaving sword; 70 Is the one who keeps his hold on faith
Some, enslaved, are hustled off to hostile lands
And does not spread doubt, despair.
One is carrion for eagles that, sated,
He consoles the stricken . . . a steadfast man.
Heavily sweep away; another, torn,
It is best to seek mercy and kindness
Is open prey for predatory wolves.
From Heaven’s Father. That does not pass away.
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All is very precisely, very beautifully
depicted. But this painting is not
something merely to be looked at and
admired; it is a tool for thinking. The
manuscript was made by monks and for
monks; it is an aid to meditation on the
Word of God.
The very clarity and precision of line
encourages clarity and precision of
thought; compare the articulation of
the design with the logical steps in a
contemporary sermon or theological
treatise. And the brightness of the colour
helps to impress the thought into the
memory; image and thought reinforce
one another. And if anything is ambiguous
the addition of text interprets a symbol
for us; the names of all the Apostles and
all the precious stones are written down
to particularize what are very generalized
icons.
The image is thus theology made visible.
Much, of course, had to be left out, but
enough is there to enable the reader to
make his own connections, to develop an
argument; his mind and heart can expand
beyond the page.

Sharing the Vision
This strange image is an illustration to
what is, perhaps, the strangest of biblical
books, the Apocalypse or Revelation of
St John the Apostle. It shows the vision
of the heavenly city, the new Jerusalem
which is the goal of human history, the
end of all human striving, the vision of
peace.
It is one of a series of illuminations found
in a manuscript of St Beatus of Liebana’s
Commentary upon the Apocalypse. It was
made in a monastery in the Spanish city of
Leon about 1000, and the illuminator was
a monk and scribe named Facundus. But
these bare details do not begin to prepare
us for the image’s unusual power.
The image is strange because it presents
us with symbols, not likenesses. We do
not see the outward appearance of a city.
Much to our surprise we can see all four
walls of the heavenly city at once. Rules
of linear perspective have no place here.
What we see is what the artist wants us to
see, and he is not bound by the limitations
of bodily sight. He sets before us what we
can know only by spiritual vision, and the
vision, if strange, is yet strangely satisfying.
It is a vision of wholeness. The city is four
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square and we must remember that four
is a number of completion. Traditionally
the visible world is composed of four
elements, while man seeks to maintain the
four humours of his body in equilibrium,
and the four cardinal virtues of his soul in
balance. Fourness has meaning.
All in the image is subject to an intricate
order. Even where the colour seems to
run riot, we ﬁnd, if we look closely, that
there is a hidden harmony. The whole
palette of colours is present: the three
primaries, red, yellow and blue; the three
secondaries, orange, green and violet; and
black and white. All the multi-coloured
variety of God’s good creation ﬁnds its
place in the new Jerusalem.
The artist shows us the angel with
a golden measuring rod in his hand
showing the city to the visionary, John.
In their midst is Christ Jesus, the Lamb
of God, holding the cross, the sign of
his triumph. Around them the city’s
twelve gates are shown, each framing
one of the twelve Apostles of the Lamb,
and over each Apostle, one of the twelve
precious stones listed in the Book of the
Apocalypse.

What might this mean in practice? We
may take the twelve precious stones as
an example. Each of the stones has its
meaning given by the tradition, each is
linked to a virtue found in the saints:
purity of faith perhaps, or a fervent desire
to bear witness to the Gospel. We can
imagine a monk relating this virtue to
the image of Christ as the Lamb of God,
ﬁnding in him the source of each and
every virtue. Or relating this virtue to the
image of the city itself, ﬁnding there the
goal to which each and every virtue leads.
The image becomes a vehicle of
transcendence. The reader of the page
looks into a kind of mirror and sees
his own true self with St. John in the
heavenly city. Remember, the Apostle is
shown exploring the city from within.
And not only exploring. Beneath the
central ﬁgure of St John, he appears again,
this time as one of the twelve Apostles,
within his own gate, set in the city wall.
The visionary is built into the very fabric
of the heavenly Jerusalem, a living and
spiritual stone.
This is the aspiration of all who read and
meditate on this page. We become what
we read, what we think about, what we
love. This strange image is therefore a
symbol of hope, an anchor in the strange
and troubling times in which we live.

ROOVES

F

OR over a hundred years now one
of the ﬁrst views a visitor has on
coming by sea into Fishbourne is the
magniﬁcent red brick building of Quarr
Abbey. Beside the Church rises the four
storeys of of the main cloister block. Since
it was built in 1907 this palace of the Prince
of Peace has been continually battered by
wind and storms from the sea.
In the last years it has become clear that
the roof of one arm of the cloisters needed
completely rerooﬁng and this summer the
cloister has been full of scaffolding while
the workmen took the old slates off and
put new Welsh slate on the roof. Before
doing so they had to carefully rebuild the
dormer windows and while the scaffolding
was in place all the windows were
repainted in a sober green.
Like the building which gives them shelter
the monks, as are all Christians, are
constantly been battered by the storms
and turmoils of this present life. To be
sure on warm balmy days the beautiful
buildings and gardens of Quarr give us a
foresight of heaven so just as the cloister
has needed renewing so it can continue to
show witness as the palace of the Prince of
peace so each of us needs to be renewed

Fr. Nicholas Spencer

so we can be beacons of the Gospel to the
whole world.
To be made safe the roof ﬁrst of all needed
to be stripped down. The old slates,
cracked and broken, needed to be taken
off. So we all need to be stripped of our
self will and evil desires so we can be open
to be renewed as children of God. This
involves looking at our lives and seeing
what in us is rotten and seeking how we
can restore those dark places so they can
be ﬁlled with the light of God.
As the builders carefully rebuilt the rotten
timbers into a beautiful new building
so must we allow God, the Master
Carpenter, to cut out the mouldy wood
and to rebuild us into new temples who
are able to show his love and glory to the
world. All we need to do is to to open
ourselves to the work of God. Above all by
repentance, turning from our life of sin to
give ourselves to the light of God.
As the roof was being rebuilt we were
very lucky in it being very dry. The open
roof was open to the sun. So we must
be still and open to the Divine Light.
To withstand the storms we need to be
ﬁrmly rooted in our faith as the roof now

provides strong protection for the monks
who live in the Abbey. To root ourselves
in the rock which is Christ we need to
listen to God in prayer, we need to read
the Scriptures and above all by living a
life of loving praise and service we need to
be open to the winds of the Holy Spirit.
Strong and bracing they may be but they
will protect us against the dark storms of
winter.
Coming into Fishbourne the Abbey is a
clear declaration of the sovereignty of
God. A beacon of light in this dark world.
The building needs care as our spiritual life
needs continual care. With the re rooﬁng
we hope the Abbey will continue to be a
beacon of light for another hundred years.
Let us ask God that he will rebuild and
renew our lives so we too can be lights to
lead others to the joy and peace of Jesus
Christ.
The Monastery is meant to be a sign
of the Heavenly Jerusalem. As a living
community of love let us all in the
Church help to lead men and women
to that eternal city of God that needs no
maintenance and is our homeland for
ever.
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Poetry Reading at
Quarr Abbey

James Arthur

Blake Everitt

James Coghill

Sam Davidson
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Quarr Abbey is hosting a Poetry Reading at 17.40 on Saturday
23rd February 2019 in the Archway Meeting Room. James
Arthur, the distinguished North American poet (in England as a
visiting fellow at Exeter College, Oxford) will be joined by three
former interns of the Abbey: Blake Everitt, James Coghill and
Sam Davidson, all of whom have recently had books of poetry
published.
James Arthur is Canadian-American and
lives in Baltimore, where he teaches in
the Writing Seminars at Johns Hopkins
University. He is the author of Charms
Against Lightning (Copper Canyon Press),
Hundred Acre Wood (Anstruther Press)
and the forthcoming The Suicide’s Son
(Véhicule Press). His poems have also
appeared in The New Yorker, Poetry, The
New York Review of Books, The American Poetry
Review, The New Republic, and The London
Review of Books. He has received the Amy
Lowell Travelling Poetry Scholarship,
a Hodder Fellowship, a Stegner
Fellowship, a Discovery/The Nation Prize
and a Fulbright Scholarship to Northern
Ireland.

James Coghill is the author of Anteater
(Eyewear Publishing) and has also had
poems published in Blackbox Manifold,
Shearsman, Tentacular and Quarr Abbey
Newsletter, as well as in a number of the
Headbook anthologies from Sidekick
Books. Among his preoccupations are
ecology, Christian desert spirituality,
and Early Modern literature. A second
pamphlet (concerning, for the most
part, piddocks) is currently in progress.

Blake Everitt lives in Ventnor on the
Isle of Wight and teaches English
at Southampton University. His
research speciality is the works of
Samuel Beckett. He is the author of
the poetry collections Breathshapes and
Lightgnawn (Wild Goat Press) and the play
collections Goya’s Ghost, Roads of Hunger
and Forgotten Grounds. He has also had
poems published in Harbinger Asylum.
Sam Davidson is the author of Love’s
Many Names (Angelico Press). He has
also had poems published in Anima,
Harbinger Asylum, Dawn Treader, Jesus the
Imagination and Quarr Abbey Newsletter. He
is based out of Hythe in the extreme
South East of England facing France
across the channel. He spent some
time on the other side, living and
working amongst Kurdish refugees and
war veterans, in camps on their way
to the UK and other destinations, an
experience that is reﬂected in many of
his poems. He studied philosophy and
theology at Edinburgh University and
English literature with ﬁlm studies at
Exeter. His interests include language,
anthropology, mysticism, and water
sports.

This event puts the Isle of Wight on the contemporary literary
map and is a rare opportunity to hear outstanding poetry
spoken by those who were inspired to write it and to get books
signed by them. Save the date!

Poems by Chris Mc Donnell
This Wilderness
of Dreams
“There is a great need for discipline in
meditation. Reading helps, the early
morning hours are good, though in the
morning meditation’ I am easily distracted
by the ﬁre.”
VOW OF CONVERSATION
Thomas Merton
Surrounded
of
where
lies

by trees
a late October dawning
early morning silence
undisturbed
about the house

Seated alone in a Shaker chair
by an open ﬁre
words of morning psalms
go out beyond the cinder blocks
of this solitary room
as day breaks
split dry wood burns with orange ﬂame
to grey ﬂaked ash
here in a Kentucky Autumn
another day begins
in this wilderness of dreams.

Words at the Margin
“It is not much fun to live the spiritual life
with the spiritual equipment of an artist.”
ENTERING THE SILENCE
Thomas Merton
Blue denimed
Poet
White clothed
Monk
Priest man
Writer
whose words
from
of
speak still
of

once woven
the debris
our experience
beyond the shores
an adopted land.

Poet priest man
at
the margin of our existence.

The Spectral Dance
“In the hermitage, one must pray or go
to seed. The pretence of prayer will not
sufﬁce, just sitting will not sufﬁce. It has to
be real. Yet, what can one do?
Solitude puts you with your back to the
wall or your face to it, and this is good. So
you pray to learn how to pray.”
VOW OF CONVERSATION
Thomas Merton.
Facing the icon wall
grey blocks of stone
coloured
by the infusion of the spectral
dance

hand painted images
of signiﬁcance.
There
in the silence
of the early Dawn
words quietly spoken
told again
the Cross.
Sun burst
on the tabernacle box
This broken bread
and
chastened cup
of the Risen Christ.
P rayer time alone.

Photo: Hudson Media

Quarr Abbey Oak Shortlisted for

‘TREE OF THE YEAR’
An unusual, three legged, island tree was
shortlisted for a national award. It just so
happened that the tree in question was
‘The Quarr Abbey Oak’ and was in the
running for the Woodland Trust’s annual
‘Tree of The Year’ competition and needed
public votes to win.
The aim of this annual competition is to
put the spotlight on the nation’s best trees
and create interest and awareness in their
value and protection.
The tree can be found growing amongst
the medieval Cistercian ruins at Quarr and
can be seen from the public bridleway.
Whittled down from hundreds of public
nominations, the Quarr Oak was one of
only ten trees that had met the grade to
be shortlisted. It was the only contender
from the Isle of Wight to have made the
list.
The Woodland Trust were very secretive of
their ﬁnal list, but once all of the trees had
been revealed we were then able to see the
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other fantastic and interesting trees on the
list. There were trees of all shapes and sizes
and with good stories to back them up.
Stories of war, stories of perseverance and
stories of love were all intertwined with
these majestic organisms.
The voting started on Monday 17th
September and the closing date was the
7th October, so there wasn’t long to vote
for the tree. Helped by two nominators
of the Quarr Oak we raised awareness of
the tree far and wide from the National
Farmers Union to Radio Solent. The Island
newspapers got involved and so did the
Island Radio station. There did seem to be
a sense of pride and unity towards the tree
within the engaged island community.
The competition was backed by TV
gardener David Domoney and he
explained “The Woodland Trust’s Tree of the
Year contest is a fantastic way to get us all talking
about trees and what they do for us. So let’s celebrate
the best. Vote for your favourite on the Woodland

Trust’s website to crown England’s Tree of the Year
for 2018”.
David adds, “The process is simple – the tree with
the most votes wins. As well as putting the nation’s
best trees on the map, the awards – supported by
players of People’s Postcode Lottery – offer a £1,000
tree care award for each winning tree”.
A brief history of the tree concludes that
the now ruined Quarr Abbey, founded in
1132, housed a group of Cistercian monks
until the Dissolution of the Monasteries
by Henry VIII in 1536. The abbey was
destroyed, but through the remains of
the inﬁrmary grew an oak tree. The oak
has three trunks, which join together to
form a natural archway, mimicking the
old inﬁrmary window next to it. The oak
has even grown up and around the last
remnants of a stone wall, surrounding the
masonry and slowly occluding the stones
as it grows.
As the competition transpired, live on
the on BBC television’s One Show, ‘The
Quarr Abbey Oak’ came a very honourable
fourth place with ‘Nellie’s Tree’ winning
with a clear lead. The story of love won.
To ﬁnd out more about the trees that were
shortlisted and the Woodland Trust go to
woodlandtrust.org.uk/treeoftheyear.
Matt Noyce

Sienna Anderson

